Charlotte Gainsbourg, CHVRCHES,
Polo & Pan and John Talabot among the
new confirmations of Paraíso 2019
• The festival presents a new line-up announcement, a fourth stage
focused on the local scene and the daily line-up drawn up so far
• Channel Tres, Jacques Greene, Mano Le Tough, Mount Kimbie,
North State and Superorganism join the line-up that currently
includes 32 artists from 15 countries
Madrid, January 2019. The Electronic
music and other arts festival that started last
year presents its second edition, again, as a
meeting point in which to discover the work
of visionary artists in different disciplines, in
a tolerant and inclusive environment.
Today, Paraíso—under the direction of its
director José Morán at the hotel Gran Meliá
Palacio de los Duques—has unveiled new
artists’ names who, like the rest of the line-up
drawn up so far, move in different electronic
territories converging with other genres. The
festival also presents a new stage, Nido,
with proposals by local DJs and producers
as part of the festival’s commitment to
making the Madrid talent and scene visible.
Paraíso returns on June 14 and 15 to the
same green space at the Complutense
University of Madrid, with its commitment to
be a comfortable and sustainable festival
paying close attention to every detail
where music can be enjoyed among artistic
installations, a gaming area, rest areas and
a gastronomic area with healthy options. An

ideal space and atmosphere to enjoy a lineup that explores electronic creations from 15
countries, with 32 artists from Europe, North
America, South America, the Caribbean
and Africa.

10 new artists at Paraíso 2019
French electronic music reinforces its
presence in Paraíso with the addition of
Charlotte Gainsbourg and the duo Polo &
Pan, artists whose work includes the French
touch of the school created by Cerrone,
who recently confirmed his participation in
the festival. The iconic Franco-British singer,
actress and director will perform in Madrid
after her acclaimed album Rest (Because
Music, 2017) and the recent release of her
EP Take 2 (Because Music, 2018), with a live
performance as exciting as it is brooding.
For their part, Polo & Pan will pay tribute
to love and optimism, a concert that will
take us to a particularly melodic, pop and
heterogeneous terrain, ranging from bossa
nova to cumbia.

Three new live shows are coming from the UK:
the Scottish band CHVRCHES, the Londoners
Superorganism, with proposals moving
between pop and electronica, and the duo
Mount Kimbie, whom we owe the term “postdubstep”. Lauren Mayberry, Iain Cook and
Martin Doherty will bring all the adrenaline
they put on display in their concerts to Paraíso,
with an album transcending the romantic to
touch on social and political commitment,
Love is Dead (Glassnote Records, 2018). The
collective formed by members from the United
Kingdom, Japan, South Korea, Australia
and New Zealand also promises to make an
impact on us with the presentation of their
first eponymous album, Superorganism
(Domino / Hostess Entertainment Unlimited,
2018). Finally, Mount Kimbie will land in
Paraíso after releasing their first mix for the
revered DJ-Kicks series (!K7 Records, 2018)
and their LP Love What Survives (Warp
Records, 2017), a turning point in a sound
that can’t be pigeonholed and reveals the
evolution experienced by the duo.
Swiss-based Irishman Mano Le Tough
heads up the list of the DJ sets in these new
confirmations. His eclectic style includes
incursions into house, techno, disco and new
wave, making him one of the chosen ones to
renew the European scene.
From the other side of the Atlantic, we will be
visited by the Canadian Jacques Greene
and the American Channel Tres, two young
exponents of the new house made in North
America. The former is characterized by
introspective atmospheres and a melodic
sensitivity typical of a master, which has made
him one of the leading names in Canada. On
the other hand, Channel Tres’ rhythms are

more reminiscent of Detroit house, renewed
and driven by a hypnotic voice that has
earned the best praise from critics.
And as far as national talent is concerned,
Barcelona’s John Talabot and North
State also join the line-up, as do the twelve
Madrid DJs who will perform on the new
Nido Stage will do so very soon. Talabot—
the most international producer of Spanish
electronica—arrives at Paraíso with a sound
as dark as it is vital, an enveloping kind of
house full of nuances. Finally, brothers Laia
and Pau Vehí, North State, will star in one of
the most interesting live shows as Spanish
representatives of future bass.
Besides that, the festival informs that the
members of the Brazilian duo Selvagem,
which was already part of the line-up, have
decided to take different paths. That’s why
Millos Kaiser, one of this duo’s two faces and
a specialist in recovering forgotten gems of
Brazilian music, will perform at the festival in
the end.

Daily line-up
The new confirmed artists add up to the
carefully-selected line-up being fine-tuned
by the festival, which will be finalized in a few
weeks. The programme for June 14 and 15 is
as follows:
Friday, June 14: Bob Moses, Carista,
Cerrone, CHVRCHES, Jacques Greene, John
Talabot, Kampire, KiNK, Maribou State, Mula,
Nicola Cruz, Orpheu The Wizard, Polo &
Pan, Raphaël Top-Secret, Ross From Friends,
Solomun and Young Marco.

Saturday, June 15: Antal, Channel Tres,
Charlotte Gainsbourg, Kalabrese, Laurent
Garnier, Mano Le Tough, Max Abysmal, Millos
Kaiser, Motor City Drum Ensemble, Mount
Kimbie, North State, Or:la, Pional, Rhye and
Superorganism.

Paraíso of the arts

The rest of the line-up will soon be confirmed:
one international artist for Friday and three
for Saturday, plus the twelve DJs on the new
Nido Stage.

With this in mid, a few weeks ago Paraíso
launched two open calls aimed at artists and
collectives, dedicated to visual arts and living
art, which will be open until March 18 and 30,
respectively.

Four stages, one Paraíso
As for the configuration of the festival space,
Paraíso will create a fourth stage in its second
edition to put the local Madrid scene into the
spotlight.
The Paraíso Stage, the main stage, will host
some of the most interesting live acts on the
current electronic scene. The Club Stage will
offer live shows of more ambient electronica
during the day to become an explosive dance
floor at night, and the Manifesto by Absolut
Stage, hidden in the festival forest, will bring
together the line-up’s most exotic proposals.
For the first time, the festival presents the
Nido Stage, dedicated to programming
local DJs and producers who have much to
contribute to the electronic scene. Paraíso
wants to become a catalyst of the Madrid
scene by promoting projects that put local
talent into the spotlight. The stage will have
a programme of six performances each day
that will be announced in the coming weeks.

The festival introduces new artistic projects
reaffirming its intention to enrich the
experience by transcending music to delve
into other territories of art and creativity.

The festival is also working on other artistic
projects that will be presented in the coming
weeks.

Tickets Paraíso 2019
With the presentation of the daily line-up,
day tickets are now available on the festival
website at a price of €44 for general tickets
and €64 for premium tickets.
Two-day tickets are available for €80 and
two-day premium tickets for €115, which can
be purchased in two instalments until May
25. Two-day team tickets at a price of €75 are
also available, for groups between 6 and 10
people.
The next price increase will take place on
March 7 at 23:59. New prices: €85 for two-day
tickets, €120 for two-day premium tickets and
€85 for two-day team tickets, €49 for day
tickets and €74 for premium day tickets.

